KAREN O TO PERFORM "THE
MOON SONG" ON THE OSCARS®
February 13, 2014
BEVERLY HILLS, CA
(rushPRnews) 02/13/14 — Singersongwriter Karen O will, for the
first time, perform the Oscar®nominated original song “The
Moon Song” for a global television
audience on the Oscars®, show
producers Craig Zadan and Neil
Meron announced today. The
KAREN O
Oscars, hosted by Ellen
DeGeneres, will air on Sunday, March 2, live on ABC.
“The Moon Song,” with music by Karen O and lyric by Karen O and Spike
Jonze, was written for the film “Her,” directed by Jonze. The three other
nominated songs are “Happy” from “Despicable Me 2,” “Let It Go” from
“Frozen” and “Ordinary Love” from “Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom.”
Karen O is the lead singer of the band Yeah Yeah Yeahs, which has
released four albums, three of which have been nominated for Grammy
Awards®. She previously co-wrote original songs for the soundtrack of
Jonze’s 2009 film “Where the Wild Things Are,” receiving a Grammy
nomination for the featured song “All Is Love.” Karen O has performed on
numerous other soundtracks, including those for “Frankenweenie” “The Girl
with the Dragon Tattoo” and “I’m Not There”.
Awards for outstanding film
achievements of 2013 will be presented

on Oscar Sunday, March 2, at the Dolby
Theatre® at Hollywood & Highland
Center® and televised live on the ABC
Television Network. The Oscars,
produced by Craig Zadan and Neil
Meron, also will be televised live in more
than 225 countries and territories
worldwide.
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About the author:
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is the world’s preeminent
movie-related organization, with a membership of more than 6,000 of the
most accomplished men and women working in cinema. In addition to the
annual Academy Awards – in which the members vote to select the
nominees and winners – the Academy presents a diverse year-round slate of
public programs, exhibitions and events; provides financial support to a wide
range of other movie-related organizations and endeavors; acts as a neutral
advocate in the advancement of motion picture technology; and, through its
Margaret Herrick Library and Academy Film Archive, collects, preserves,
restores and provides access to movies and items related to their history.
Through these and other activities the Academy serves students, historians,
the entertainment industry and people everywhere who love movies.
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